Appendix-I

Research questionnaires for fulfillment study

On behalf of our effort to have remarkable achievement your feedback have endless support please try to provide real, tangible and confidential information for the success of this effort for further assurance of common goal on traffic control devices and accident that happen due to lack of awareness creation for pedestrians in Gondar Town.

✓ For those candidate participate in this research questioner please try to fill all necessary data that is acquire from you with great pleasure.

Instructions

I. Make right (✓) on rectangle based of question to assure your feeling.

II. For question that need detail decision/description please try to give your feedback.

1. Do you have any information about traffic control devices before?

Yes ☐ No ☐

1.1 If you say no which of them are your optional reason behind lack of information’s?

☐ Lack of serviceability
☐ Lack of education
☐ Lack of awareness creation
☐ Others

If you resign others, please discuss on space ________________________________

2. Write at list five and above traffic control devices with in their functions based on your experience. ---------------

3. Do you have any remarkable spot on traffic control devices drawback before?

Yes ☐ No ☐

3.1. If you say yes, please try to indicate those drawbacks observed on traffic control devices in Gondar town below?_________________________________________________________

3.2. If you say no, what do you recommend for further strengthen the efficiency of those traffic control devices are in success?---------------------------------------------

4. Do you have any information about those traffic control devices through different awareness creation mechanisms/mass medias/News/Meeting and others before?

Yes ☐ No ☐

4.1. If you say yes, select the mechanism you had before;

Newspaper ☐ School discussion ☐ Internet ☐
Radio ☐ Meeting ☐
Television ☐ Home to Home ☐
4.1.1. Which one is the most sensitive and attractive mechanism to create awareness to you and other road users in behalf of your capacity?

4.2. If you say No; what is the problem behind lack of having information on traffic control devices on behalf of you and what can you recommend for further workability on traffic control devices through those mechanisms in order to create awareness?

5. Do you have any information about the rule and regulation of those traffic control devices?
   - Yes
   - No

5.1. If you say yes; how much you are loyal to those rule and regulations?

5.1.1. What is the benefit you gained while being loyal to the rule and regulations?

5.1.2. What can be expecting from you further respect the rule and regulations of traffic control devices?

5.2. If you say No, what are the drawback that makes you not being loyal to the rule and regulations of those traffic control devices?

6. Do you afford that the majority of Gondar city populations can respect rule and regulation of traffic control devices?
   - Yes
   - No

6.1. If you say No; what can be expecting from population and governor of the city in order to enforce those pedestrians to respect rule and regulation of traffic control devices?

7. Do you believe that awareness creation on traffic control devices is necessary for pedestrians?
   - Yes
   - No

7.1 If you say yes /No, please try to give up you reason?

8. Do you believe that lack of awareness creation on traffic control devices can enforce pedestrian is respondents of accidents?
   - Yes
   - No

8.1. If you say yes by what means?

8.1.1. What are the crucial problems happen due to lack of awareness creation on traffic control devices in behalf of you?

8.1.2 So, what do you prefer in order to reduce further avoidances of accidents that happen due to lack of awareness creation on pedestrians?

9. Do you observe before while accidents occur on pedestrians due to miss use of traffic control devices?
   - Yes
   - No

9.1 If you say yes, please write down the types of accident that you see and the place where accidents happen? In addition, which traffic control devices insure the occurrence of accident in Gondar Town before?
10. Based on your ideal clue and applying different means of awareness creation techniques, which one may forecast on behalf of accident, happen on pedestrians in Gondar city administrations?

- As it is
- Reduce
- Avoid
- Maximizing

11. Based on the above investigation who will be responsible for accidents happen on pedestrians due to lack of awareness creation on traffic control devices in behalf of your custody? Please notify your response in detail?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

12. Do you believe that weather condition/environment can have their own impacts to enforce pedestrians to respond accident by destructing traffic control devices and pedestrians?

- Yes
- No

12.1 If you say yes, how? Are there any mechanisms that preserve accident happen due to weather condition/environment on pedestrians before occurrences?-----------------------------